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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a semisimple simply connected algebraic group over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let 3, be a generic dominant 
weight in the lowest $-alcove, for a maximal torus T and Bore1 subgroup 
B, let N be the dimension of Cr/B, and let bt’ be an element of length 1(w) in 
the Weyl group W. We will eludicate the geometry of the set of com- 
position factors of H’(i), the dual Weyl module; and we will show how the 
higher sheaf cohomology modules H”““(it’. 1) can be brought to bear on 
the structure of the zeroth degree module H’(i). In particular, (I) we give 
an upper bound for the set of composition factors of H’(n), described in 
terms of a group of transformations on the space of weights (isomorphic to 
the Weyl group); we conjecture that, in fact, the upper bound equals the 
set of composition factors, and we verify that conjecture for groups of 
rank 2; (2) we show that H”““( M’ . ib) has an irreducible socle and unique 
top factor, describe the highest weights of those factors geometrically, and 
indicate a uniformity of all the cohomology modules; dependent on the 
alcove type of the highest weight of the socle of the module. Many of our 
procedures follow closely along the lines of H. H. Andersen’s studies of 
sheaf cohomology (cf. [AI-A41 ). Very recently Andersen has also obtained 
the result of irreducible socle and unique top factor for the higher 
cohomology modules by a different method (see [A5]). 
A systematic treatment of the higher degree modules begins with the for- 
mulation of Serre duality in terms of the transpose dual, in Section 2. In 
those terms, HO(J)” (the transpose dual of HO(E.)) is isomorphic with 
HN(wO . A), and H’(“‘(w . ,)” is isomorphic with H”~“““(u~ou~~ 2); in this 
way, the Weyl group appears naturally in duality statements. In order to 
put the higher degree modules on the same footing as the zeroth degree 
module, we construct a sequence of N intertwinings beginning at 
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fp”‘)( M’ j )tr 2 fp”‘O” 1 (OVUM’ . A) and terminating at H”““( u’ . A), which, in 
case M’ = 1 M., gives Andersen’s sequence in [A23 that begins at HO(L)” g 
HN(~, L) and ends at ZZ’(E,). To construct the sequence, it is necessary to 
supplement the mapping ZZ”““+ ‘(s,M~ .A) +$ H”““( M’ A), which is induced 
from a mapping at the minimal parabolic P, level, with an induced map- 
ping ffN”‘(~~.~) +V ffO”‘)+l( S,II*. A), so that in putting the mappings 
together in either order the sequence is exact. The character formulas for 
the images of $ and cp take the same form as the character formula in 
[A2, Proposition 4.41. Out of these mappings, we fashion a loop of 2N 
mappings, including the term HO(L) and passing through the terms 
H”nO”“(i~O~~. A) and H”“)(~v . L), for each M’ in W. In the part of the loop 
between ZZ’(“‘O” ‘( VI‘~~I .A) g ZZ”“‘)( 1~’ . jw)tr and H’(““( u’ . j*), there are N map- 
pings. Now we are in a position to examine ZZ”“’ (1~ .A) for irreducible socle 
and unique maximal proper submodule. In fact, for each )t’ in W, we define 
an operator J,, on the set of weights (in Section 3.6.1) and show that if the 
composite of the N mappings from H”n’ (1~ .L)lr to Z?““‘)(\V . E.) is nonzero 
and if the irreducible module M,*. j, (of highest weight .Z,. iL) has mul- 
tiplicity one as a factor of HO(J), then H”““(M .A) has irreducible socle 
Iv J,, ;. and a unique maximal proper submodule with the factor MJw,,,,,. ;
above it. In Section 4 on alcove identification, we offer a noncomputational 
approach to the study of the loop, by which we verify the preceding 
hypotheses and draw the conclusions of irreducible socle and unique top 
factor. The work on alcove identification leads also to a conjecture on the 
composition factors of H’(1). discussed ahead. 
Information about dual Weyl modules is scattered throughout the 
various alcove types that arise in the geometry of the affine Weyl group on 
the weight space. It seems that in order to study NO(n) for I of one alcove 
type, one must study H’(L) for I of euch alcove type at one and the same 
time. The procedure of alcove identification allows the simultaneous 
examination of all alcove types. The procedure begins with groups of trans- 
formations of the set of weights, namely, for each vertex v in the weight 
space. we construct a homomorphism I from W to the group of transfor- 
mations of the set of weights. The homomorphism Z, called alcove iden- 
tification around the vertex v, has the property that Z(LV) transforms the set 
(with multiplicities) of highest weights of the factors of Ho(n) onto the set 
of highest weights of the factors of H”( ~1. E.) (where y transforms weights 1 
about the vertex v in the same way that ~1 transforms weights about the 
vertex -p. p the half sum of the positive roots). It should be remarked that 
the weights +V . i run through all the alcove types as u’ varies over W. (In 
the text, it is convenient to denote Z(M’) by I( J), which emphasizes the role 
of the vertex v.) 
In Section 4.3, we deline the W-linkage class of a weight 1, which is a 
highly circumscribed family of weights strongly linked to 2. The set of 
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highest weights of the factors of H”(l”) is contained in the W-linkage class 
of A, and we conjecture that in fact the containment is an equality.’ 
Moreover, we give an equivalent “dual” conjecture in terms of the imerse 
W-linkage class of 2, which is easier to contemplate geometrically because 
it is invariant under a group of symmetries isomorphic to W. In 4.3.2, we 
verify the conjecture for the groups of rank 2. 
Alcove identification, which aims only at a set-theoretic connection 
between the factors of H’(n) and of H”(y. 2). aims at a more intimate con- 
nection between H”w’(w. 1) and H”(y .A). (J. E. Humphreys suggests in 
various places structural connections between these modules). In fact, if 
H’(“‘)(w .A) has an irreducible socle, then the transformation Z(M*) takes the 
highest weight of the socle of H”““(\v. 1) to the highest weight of the socle 
of H’(v.A). For A, and B,, we show that 10~) transforms the set of 
highest weights of the factors of Socj(H”““(n). 1,)) to the corresponding set 
for Soc’(H”(~.~)), for each j> 1. 
One would hope that a functorial principle underlies alcove iden- 
tification, so that, instead of working with the set of highest weights of the 
factors of HO(i), one could work directly with the module H”““(M’. 1) and 
show that H”““(w ./i) and HO(.r .A) have isomorphic submodule lattices. 
The word “generic” is used in two distinct contexts in this paper. Follow- 
ing Andersen [A2], we call a dominant weight 1” generic if for all EVE W, 
the cohomology H*(~v. L) enjoys the vanishing behavior of the Borell 
Weil-Bott theorem. The other sense of genericity is that introduced by 
Jantzen in [J2], we use the term Jantzen-generic for this (see 1.5 for a 
precise definition). Cline, Parshall, and Scott [CPS], and also Andersen 
[AS], have recently clarified this situation by defining a more general 
notion of generic which includes both of the above usages. For p large, 
generic weights do exist. 
In Section 5, we compute the socle levels of H”(L) for the groups of type 
A, and B,, and we present a formula for the second socle level of H’(A). 
We can offer no support for the accuracy of this formula for a general 
group, beyond its validity for A, and B,. 
Te authors would like to express their appreciation to J. E. Humphreys 
and M. Kaneda for several useful comments on a preliminary version of 
this paper. In particular, Humphreys suggested that a verification of alcove 
identification is implicit in the work of Jantzen. 
’ We verify the conjecture in a sequel to this paper, “On the geometry of extensions of 
irreducible modules,” Pacific J. Math. 130 (1987). 253-273. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Notation 
Let G be a semisimple, connected, simply connected algebraic group 
defined over an algebraically closed field k of nonzero characteristic p. Fix 
a maximal torus T in G, with character group X= X(T). Let R be the root 
system associated to (G, T), with Weyl group W. Choose a Bore1 subgroup 
B of G containing T, but let the positive roots RC be the roots of the 
opposite Bore1 subgroup Bopp. Let S be the set of simple roots in R+. The 
standard partial ordering on weights is defined by ,I d x if x - ,! is a sum of 
positive roots. Let X, be the root lattice, i.e., the subgroup of X generated 
by the roots. 
Choose a W-invariant inner product ( , ) on the space E = X0, 5%. 
H, = {x E E I (a, x) = 0) is the hyperplane orthogonal to a root c(, (Y’ = 
21/(~, c() is the coroot of LX, and the reflection s, E W has the formula s,(x) = 
x-(z’,x)cI. Wis generated by js,(cx~S). l(w) is the length of ItIE W. The 
dominant weights in X are the elements of X+ = (x E XI (a“, x) 2 0 for all 
a~R+f. For VEX+, M, will denote the simple G-module of highest 
weight A. 
Let U, be the root subgroup of G associated to a root CX. Fix an 
isomorphism s,: G, + U, from the additive group of k to U,, where 
fx,(z)t~‘=.u,(a(t)z)fortETandzEk.Gisgeneratedby [U,ICIES). 
All G-modules considered will be finite-dimensional (and rational). 
1.2. The Affine Weyl Group 
For (TE X, let T, be the translation operator on E defined by T,(X) = 
x + cr. Associate to any subgroup Y of X the group K(Y) of translations 
{T, 1 r~ E Y). Call K(pX,) the root translation group, and K(pX) the weight 
translation group. For MT E W and CJ E X, there is the relation wT,bvP ’ = 
T,.,,,. The affine Weyl group W,, (of operators on E) is the semi-direct 
product W x K( pX,). W, is a normal subgroup of the semi-direct product 
Wx K(pX) and the quotient group is isomorphic with the fundamental 
group X/X, of G. 
The dot-action of W, on E is defined by u ‘2 = TP,uT,,(~) = u(x + p) -p, 
where u E W,,, x E E, p is the half-sum of the positive roots, and u(x + p) is 
computed by the ordinary operation of W,, on E. This has the effect of 
translating the origin, i.e., the fixed point of W, from 0 to -p. For M E R + 
and n E Z, define s,,,~ E W, by s,,,~ = s, T-,, = TnPls,. For the dot-action, 
S I.np is the operator of reflection in the afftne hyperplane H,,, = (x E E 1 
(a’, I+ p) = np}. For CI E R+, set SX.,,~ = s,,+,~ and H-.,, = H,,-,. 
For c1 E R, the operator s,+ of reflection in the nearest lower a-hyperplane 
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is defined by sl* .x = s,,,~ .x (=reflection of x in the hyperplane H,,), 
where for x E E, n = ny is the integer such that np < (a”, x + p) < (n + 1) p. 
In a similar way, the operator s,* of reflection in the nearest upper cr-hJper- 
plane is defined by s,* x = s, ,,,, + , ,,, x, where np< (a“, x+p)< (n+ 1) p. sir 
and s,* are inverse operators on E and s,* = s %.. 
By the W-invariance of the inner product on E, (a’, x + p) = 
((cby, ,r’-‘(x+p))=((v CX)~‘, (~1~ ’ .x) + p), for c( E R. Consequently, 
from the relation M’~ ‘s, .,,u’ = s,.~I,~),,,,,, it follows that s,* w . x = u’s,,.-lXr . x. 
Let C, = {xEXJO< (cr”, x +p) < p. all C(E R+} be the fundamental - 
alcove. C,=(~~XI0~((a”,x+p)~p, for all G(ER+], the closure of the 
fundamental alcove. is a fundamental domain for the dot-action of the 
afftne Weyl group on X. The alcoves in X are the pieces .r. C, , y E W,. The 
region X, = ix E XI 0 < (cr”, x + p ) d p, all x E S) is a fundamental domain 
for the operation of the weight translation group K(pX) on X. An &oz:e 
type is the orbit of an alcove under the action of K(pX), and the distinct 
alcove types are represented by the alcoves in the region X,,. 
1.3. The Cohomology of G/B 
Let O,,, be the structure sheaf of G/B. Let V be a finite-dimensional, 
rational B-module. There is the locally free O,,,-module f.g( V) = L(V) on 
the projective variety G/B defined as follows. Let rr: G + G/B be the 
quotient map and U an open subset of G/B. L(V)(U) = (f: z ‘U -+ V 
rational 1 f(~ub) = 6- ’ .f(?r), x E 71 -l(U), b E B}. L(V) is a coherent sheaf, 
since V is finite-dimensional. The ,ith-sheaf cohomology group 
H’(G/B, L(V)) will be denoted also by H’( V). H-‘(G/B, L( )), as a functor 
from B-modules to G-modules, may be identified with thejth right derived 
functor of the induction functor I$ of [CPSV]. H’(V) is finite-dimensional 
and H’( V) = (0) for j > N = dim(G/B). 
A character x on T, extended to a character on B, defines a one-dimen- 
sional B-module kx = x as follows, b (ax) = ax(b) x. for a E k and b E B. If x 
is a dominant character, then Ho(x) has M, as its socle, and H’(X) = (0) 
for j > 0. 
1.4. Induction via Parabolic Subgroups 
Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G containing B, q. a fixed integer. 
THEOREM [Al]. If V is a B-module such that H”(P/B, Li( V)) = (0) for 
all q # qo, then #(G/B, Lg( V)) z H’pYO(GIB, Lg(Hqo(P/B, Li( V)))), all i. 
1.5. Jantzen’s Generic Decomposition Patterns 
We recall Jantzen’s [J2] results on the pattern of highest weights of the 
composition factors of HO(A). For all U’E W, let pw be the unique weight 
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such that 11’. C, +ppn, c X,. There is an action of W on X defined by 
w* ~=w(~+p+(wOw~’ pwoM,), for all U’E W, [EX. Since u~~P~,~~,=P~---P 
[J2, Lemma2b], we see that w*~=w.~+p,.. 
Let ch A4 denote the formal character of a G-module M, and let MF’ be 
the G-module obtained from M by composing the representation 
G + CL(M) with the Frobenius map Fr: G + G. 
THEOREM [J2, Satz 31. Let FEN. There exist integers c,,(c), jbr all 
q E X,, all < E X, such that 
chH”(p1e+w.p+ppp,.)= 1 1 c,([)chH’(;i+~*i)~‘chM~, 
?I E x0 i E .Y 
Let P be the set of all < E X for which c,(c) # 0, for some r~ E X,. P is a 
finite set which does not depend on p or p. If A + w * [ E c n A’+, then 
H”(~+w*~)=M,+,~.~, and by Steinberg’s tensor product theorem, 
ch H”(A + M‘ * [)F’ ch M, = ch M,,j, + ,,, * r, + rl. Hence if 1 has the property 
that L + w * [ E c n X+, for all [ E P and all w E W, then the formula of the 
theorem becomes 
chH”(~J-+,v+pp,.)= C C c,K)chMP,i+,..i,+v. (DP) 
itP qex, 
This formula gives the decomposition pattern of H’(pJ. + w .p + q), and 
c,(i) equals the multiplicity of Mp,j.+w *il+rl as composition factor of 
H”( pi + it’. p + pp.). We shall call a dominant weight in the form pA + w . 
p+pp,,.Jant,-en-genericifA+w*[E??tnXf,forall w~W,andalll:~P. 
(Every weight is expressible in the form pl + w . p + pp., for some A E X, 
/LEG, 11’E W.) 
The following lemma is used in Section 4!2. 
LEMMA. Let /? E S, w E W, and [ E X. Then 
Proof 
S&P,,.) - PspM. + (Sg”‘) * i - w * i 
= Jp(Pw) - PSBW + ((sgw). i + PSg”.) - (w i + P,.) 
=PH.-(P”,PII.)P+M).i-(BD,(M1.5+P)B-(M).i+P,) 
= -(8”, (w.i+pw)+p)B. 
481 114 z-3 
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2. DUALITY 
Serre duality for the sheaf cohomology modules can be more naturally 
expressed (in the sense of the Weyl group) in terms of the transpose dual 
than in terms of the contragredient dual. We proceed to establish the 
connection between the contragredient modules and the transposed 
modules of the cohomology modules. 
2.1. Serre Duality and the Transpose 
Let x E X. The canonical sheaf on G/B is L( -2p), and the sheaf dual to 
L(x) is L( -x). Serre duality gives an isomorphism between the G-modules 
HNei( -x - 2~) and H’(X)* ( =contragredient dual of H’(X)). 
If V is a G-module and 0 is an automorphism of G, define a second 
structure of a G-module on V by g .d v = g(g) . v, for g E G and v E V, where 
. is the original action and .d is the action modified by 0. Denote this 
module by V,. If r is an anti-automorphism of G, define the structure .T of 
a G-module on the dual space Hom,( V, k) by (g .T f)(v) =f(z(g) . v), for 
fe Hom,( V, k). Denote this module by v’. For instance, when t = *, the 
inversion map on G, VT = V* is the contragredient dual of V. Proceed 
according to the same principles when V is a B-module and o and T are 
automorphism and anti-automorphism of B. 
By [W], there is an involution d of G which maps x,(z) to x-.,(-z), for 
a E R and z E k. Call cr the inverse transpose map on G, and call the anti- 
automorphism ~0 * the transpose map on G. d coincides with inversion on 
T, so that the transpose fixes T pointwise. 
Let n E N,(T) be a representative for the long word w,, E W = A’,( T)/T. 
Let i= i, be the inner automorphism of G defined by i(g) = ngn-‘. Since 
i(B) = B“PP = ,J -l(B), B is invariant under CO i. Furthermore, 00 i(t) = 
nt-In-’ = ( - u’O)( t) for t E T, so that T is invariant under o 0 i. c 0 i induces 
the graph automorphism (a -+ -w,(a)) of the Dynkin diagram of the root 
system. 
Remark. If - wO = I on X, cr 0 i induces the trivial graph automorphism 
and D 0 i is then an inner automorphism. Since 0 0 i fixes T pointwise, rs 0 i is 
the map conjugation by some element , E C,(T) = T. If we replace i = i, by 
i=i,, 1 o , we get 0 0 i = I, i.e., 0 = i, since 0 is involutary. 
PROPOSITION. For each B-module V, (H”( V)), Z~ H”( V,~ i). 
ProoJ: rs induces a mapping (also denoted by a) on the space 
{fG+V} f t’ o ra ional functions from G to V defined by a(f)(g) =f(a(g)), 
for go G. Let rnml be the mapping “right translation by n-l” on 
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(f: G + V}. The mapping (HO(V)), -+ H”( I/, i), defined by (f -+ rmmla(f)), 
is an isomorphism of G-modules. 
COROLLARY. (HJ(V)),zzG Hj(V, ;), forj>O. 
ProoJ: (H’( )), is the jth-right derived functor of the functor (H”( )),: 
B-modules + G-modules, and V, ; is an injective B-module whenever V is 
injective. It follows that Hj( -D i) is the jth-right derived functor of 
HOC-, j)wfO( ,I,. 
DEFINITION. Let M be a G-module. The transposed dual M” of A4 is 
the G-module M” = M” * = (MO)* = (M*),. 
If - w. = I and we choose i such that [T 0 i = Z, then Hj( V)” z Hj( V)*, by 
the corollary. Let x E X. 
SERRE DUALITY (transpose form). H’(x)” Z~ HNPj(~lO. x), for all j. 
In fact, H’(X)” (= (H’(x)*)~) and (HN-j( -x - 2p)), are isomorphic by 
Serre duality, and H”-j( -x - 2p)), and HN-j( - ulO( -x - 2~)) 
( =HN-‘(~$, .x)) are isomorphic, by the corollary, for I/= -x-2p and 
vu,,= --M+J(-x-2p). 
2.2. Serre Duality for Parabolic Subgroups 
Let (P,), be the unipotent radical of a minimal parabolic subgroup P, 
and set R = P,/( P,),. (This will not be confused with the symbol for the 
root system.) Lp( ---a) (resp. Lz, R (-a)) is the canonical sheaf for P,/B 
(resp. R/( B A R)): 
1. Serre duality for P,/B: 
H’(P,/B, L(x))* E H’-‘(PJB, L( -x -a)). 
2. Serre duality for R/( B A R): 
Hj(R/(BnR), L(X))* F IIZ~~(R/(B~R), L(-x-a)). 
The transposed form of Serre duality for R is the following. In the 
preceding work on duality for G, replace G by R, CT by (cr ( R), tr = d 0 * by 
trIR=(g(R)~(*JR), and i=i, by i=inm, where ~,EN~(T) is a represen- 
tative for s, E NR( ~)/Tc NJ T)/T= W. For V a (Bn R)-module, the 
following statements hold. 
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PROPOSITION. H’(R/(B n R), L(V)),,,,, 2 H’(R/(B n R), L( VtrrlRJ i)). 
COROLLARY. Hj(R/(B n R), L( V)),O,Rk g Hj(R/(B n R), L( VCUIR, ;)), 
.i 2 0. 
Let x E X. 
SERRE DUALITY (transpose form). Hj(R/( B n R), L(x))“IR g 
H’ -j( R/( B n R), L(s, x)). 
2.3. Extensions of Simple Modules 
We recall the facts on extensions from [D-S]. Since CJO * fixes T 
pointwise, G-modules M and M” have the same formal character (and the 
same composition factors), but with reverse submodule lattices. Con- 
sequently, if M is simple, M and M” are isomorphic, and if 1 and r] are 
dominant weights, then Exth(M,, M,) r Ext,!JM,, 44,). If J. is not less than 
‘I, then Ext&(M,, M,) FZ Hom,(M,, HO(l)/M,) [CPSV]. If 2 <q, then 
Extk(M,, M,) z Ext&(M,, M,) z Hom,(M,, H’(q)/M,). In this fashion, 
extensions between simple modules are determined by the second socle 
levels of the G-modules H’(X). 
3. COHOMOLOGY FOR GENERIC WEIGHTS 
IN THE LOWEST~'-ALCOVE 
A dominant weight A is generic [A21 if j = 1(w) is the sole degree of 
cohomology j for which H’( UJ .A) does not vanish, for all w E W. 1 is in the 
lowest p2-alcove if 0 < (cr’, 2 + p) < p2, for all CI E R+, and A is p-regular if p 
does not divide (al’, I+p), for all C(E R+. 
DEFINITIONS. A weight 1 is (p, p2)-restricted if p < (CC’, A+ p) < p2, for 
all a E R + and if 1 is p-regular. A weight ;1 is (p, p2; cc)-restricted if 
p < (cI’, A+ p) < p2 and p does not divide (a’, II + p), for that c1 E R+. 
LEMMA [Al]. Let P, be the parabolic subgroup of G associated to a 
simple root a. Let XE X. 
(a) H’(P,/B, L(x))=0 ij’and only if(a’, x+p)dO. 
(b) H’(P,/B, L(x)) = 0 if and only if (al’, x + p) 2 0. 
(c) Hj(P,/B, L(x))=O, for j> 1. 
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3.1. The Cohomology of P,/B and Duality 
Let c( be a simple root. P, is the semi-direct product of a reductive group 
R (containing T) and (P,), and R is the semi-direct product of a subtorus 
T’ of T and SL,. Since (P,), acts trivially on the B-module x, 
H”(P,/B, L(x)) is (P,).-trivial. By Serre duality, H’(P,/B, L(x)) is also 
(P,),-trivial, for every x E X. 
We will adhere to the following principles. Extend an R-module M to a 
P,-module by having (P,), act trivially. If M is a P,-module which is 
(P,),,-trivial, let M” be the P,-module which is (P,),-trivial and has trans- 
posed R-module structure (see 2.2). 
From the semi-direct product decompositions of P, and R, it follows 
that HO( P,/B, L(x)) and H”( R/( B n R), L(x)) are isomorphic as 
R-modules, and H”( P,/B, L(x)) and H’(SL,/( B n SL,), L(x I Bn sLl)) are 
isomorphic as SLz-modules. According to the preceding principles, 
H’(P,/B, L(x)) and H”( R/( B n R), L(x)) are isomorphic as PC-modules. 
By Serre duality, I?‘( P,/B, L( -x -cc))* and H’( P,/B, L(x)) are 
isomorphic P,-modules, and so are I?‘( R/( B n R), L( -x - IX))* and 
H’(R/(BnR), L(x)). Hence, H’(P,/B, L(x)) and H’(R/(Bn R), L(x)) are 
isomorphic P,-modules, and by the transposed form of Serre duality for R, 
H”( P,/B, L(x))“‘~ and H’( PJB, L(s, x)) are P,-isomorphic. Finally, since 
tr I R fixes T pointwise, H’(P,/B, L(x)) and H’(P,/B, L(s, x)) have the 
same P,-factors, but in reverse lattice order. 
Let x be a (p, p2; @)-restricted weight, and let M; and M;+ .x be the 
irreducible P,-modules of highest weights x and s+ . x. 
PROPOSITION. The transpose dual modules H”( P,/B, L(x)) and H’( P,/B, 
L(s, .I)) each has only the two factors M; and MT+ .x (in reverse order). 
Proof: For x( p, p’; cc)-restricted, H’(SLJ( B n SL,), L(x 1 Bn sLz)) has 
two composition factors, and these factors are nonisomorphic. By the 
isomorphism between H”( P,/B, L(x)) and H”( SL,/( B n SL,), L(x 1 Bn sLz)) 
over SL,, by the normality of SL, in R, and by the (P,),-triviality of 
H’(P,/B, L(x)). it follows that H’(P,/B, L(x)) has two P,-factors. By 
Lemma 1.4 of [A2], those factors are M; and M:,. .x. 
3.2. Exact Sequences of P,-Modules 
Let x be a (p, p2; @)-restricted weight. By the preceding proposition, 
there is the exact sequence of P,-modules 
(a) O-M;- H’(P,/B, L(X))> H’(P,/B, L(s;x)) 
3 H’(P,/B, L(x)) -% ... 
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(cpO, $,, alternate to the right). Each of cpO, $0 maps the top factor of one 
module to the socle of the next. This exact sequence is special to the 
(p, p2; a)-restricted region. 
By the proposition again, there is an exact sequence of P,-modules 
(b) 0 - A4; - HO(P,I’B, L(x)) 2 HO(P,/B, L((s,*)l .x)) 
“I, H’(P,/B, L((s,.)’ .x)) “1, ... 
61-2 * H’(P,/B, L((s,.)‘- ’ .x)) 
‘I-’ ) H”(P,/B, L((s,,)‘.x)), 
where it is assumed that x, (s,.)’ .x, . . . . (s,,)’ .x are (p, p’; cc)-restricted. 
Each hi maps the top factor of one module to the socle of the next. 
Remark. This exact sequence (b) is not special to the (p. p2; tl)- 
restricted region (except for the appearance of M; as Ker 6,). See [A2, 
Lemma 1.43. 
3.3. Collapse of Spectral Sequences 
LEMMA. Let 0 -+ A + A, -+ A, -+ . . be a resolution of a B-module A 
with the propertv that Hq(G/B, L(A,)) = 0 for j> 1 und q # q0 (qO fixed). 
H’(G/B, L(A)) is the (j-q,)th homology> group of the complex 0 + 
HYO(G/B, L(A,)) + HqO(G/B, L(A,) -+ . . . . 
Proof: The proof is standard. Apply the exact functor L = Lg to the 
resolution 0 --f A -+ A, --+ A, --f . ., in order to produce the exact sequence 
O+L(A)-,L(A,)+L(A,)-+ . . . . Consider the double complex (with 
exact rows) obtained by taking the canonical flasque resolutions [G] of 
the terms of the sequence. The omission of the O-column and the L(A)- 
column from the complex leaves a double complex whose two associated 
spectral sequences collapse to their E,-terms (one of them collapses by the 
hypothesis). The statement of Lemma 3.3 is the import of the collapse. 
3.4, Induction from P,-Modules to G-Modules 
Let A be a dominant generic weight. Under a suitable assumption of 
restriction for 1, as a consequence of the reciprocating exact Pa-sequence 
(a) of Section 3.2, we will show that there is a canonical exact sequence of 
G/B-cohomology groups, H’(H’)(w. ,I) + H’(“‘)+ ‘(s,w .A) --) H”“‘(w. A) + 
H”“” + ‘(s, w . 2). 
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Let 1~ (#r~,) be an element of W and let 0: be a simple root such that 
I(s,w) = I(\v) + 1. Let A. be a dominant, generic, and (p, p*; w-‘cc)-restricted 
weight. Let H’(M”,, ;.) = Hj(G/B, Lg(M”,, j,)), where M”,. j. is the irreducible 
P,-module of highest weight ~8. A. 
THEOREM. (a) H’(M”,. ;.)= (0)=H’(M~z,,V.;.)for j#1(t+‘). 
(b) There is a canonical exact sequence of G-modules, 
(c) Suppose that (~,-l(,,~)’ .I is a dominant generic (p, p2; w -‘cl)- 
restricted u,eight for O< i< j (j ,fixed). There are two canonical exact 
sequences of G-modules: 
-2 H[(“‘+ ‘(SJS,.) 11’. A) A fP’((s,*)’ u’ . A) 
--% fPw’+ I(s,(s,*) u’ 2). 
(2) o- fp’(M”,.,,)- H”““(,v.ip% H”“‘+‘(s,wJ”) 
A!?.+ fp”“(,*, .A) .2!.+ fpy(S,*)’ M’ .I.) 2% . . 
Proof (a) Let x = ~1. A. Since the inner product ( , ) is W-invariant, 
and since A is (p, p2; w-‘@)-restricted, x is (p, p2; a)-restricted. By 3.2(a), 
there is an exact sequence 
0 - M; - H’(P,/B, L(x)) -& HL( P,/B, L(s, . x)) 
-3 HO(P,/B, L(x)) A.. . . 
The hypothesis in Theorem 1.4 is satisfied for P = P,, V= x (resp. 
V = s, .I) and go = 0 (resp. go = 1). by the lemma at the beginning of Sec- 
tion 3. Therefore, by that theorem, H’(X) E #(G/B, L(H’(P,/B, L(x)))), 
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and H’+‘(s, .X)T H’(G/B, L(H’(P,/B, L(s,.x)))). Since /2. is generic, 
H’(X) = (0) = H’+ ‘(s, .x) for i # I(W); hence, the P,-resolution of MT given 
above satisfies the property required to execute Lemma 3.3 for q. = I(w). 
The lemma states that H’(W) is the (i- I(ul))th homology group of the 
complex 0 -+ H”““(X) -+qu f$)+ ‘(.y, .x) +tiO H”“‘(x) _tqo . . (cpo and (I/o 
alternate to the right). That complex is exact beyond the (N- I(,tl))th term, 
since H’( MT) = 0 for i > N = dim( G/B). However, the replicating nature of 
the complex implies that it is exact, in fact, at every stage beyond 0 + 
,h,(,) ~ H/(“‘I + 1 (s, I), i.e., only the 0th homology group of the complex 
may be nonzero. Consequently, HY(M;) = (0). for q # I(ril). If we repeat this 
argument, beginning this time with the exact sequence 
the result HY( M:+,. j.) = (0) for q # I( w), follows. 
(b) From the proof of part (a), 
0 - ,@I’,(,;) - H”“‘jX) 3 H”““+ ‘(s, . x) 
2 H/‘““(x) A H/f”“+ ‘(J, .x) 3 . . . 
is exact. 
(c)( 1) The sequences 3.2(a),(b) lead to a joint exact sequence 
0 - M; - H’(P,/B, L(x)) - H’(P,/B, Us,+ .x1) 
- H’(P,/B, L((s,.)‘.x)) - . . .- H’(P,/B, L((s,,)‘.x)) 
-% H’(P,/B, L(s,(s,,)‘q+ H’(P,/B, L((s,.)‘q))~ ..’ 
(ho and h, alternate to the right). Since (s,,.~I,,,,)‘.A is (p, p’; u’-‘c()- 
restricted and generic, and (s,*)~. I= (s,,)~ ~2. A = w(s,.-I~.)~. A, we may 
follow the same procedure used in (a), and draw the following conclusion: 
H’(M;) is the (i-f(w))th homology group of the complex 
0 4 H”“‘(x) - H”““(s,. .x) - H’(“‘)((s,r)2 .x) - ... 
- H”“‘((s,.)‘. x) -% HIcw)+ ‘(s,(s,.)‘.x) 
& H”“‘( (+)i . x) d.+ . . 
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(cpi and It/j alternate to the right). Then by part (a), the sequence 
0 - H”““( M;) A H”“‘(X) _) fp’~“(Sb* .x) - . . . 
4 H@v’((Sl*)‘. x) - H”‘v’+ ‘(S,(S,,)j~ x) 
- H”‘c’((s,*)“x) - Ho”“+ ‘(s,(,s,*)‘q) 
is exact. 
(c)(2) This part follows from the argument in (c)(l), beginning with 
the exact sequence 
0 - Mf - H'(P,/B, L(x)) - H'(P,IB, Us,. x)) 
- H'(P,/B, L(x))- H'(P,IB, WV)' .x1)- ... 
- H’(P,/B, L((s,s)‘.x)) 2 H’(P,/B, L(.Q(+)‘.x)) 
-% H”( P,/B, L((s,,)’ .x)) 2 . . . . 
This theorem and its proof incorporate the elements of Proposition 1.6 of 
[A21 for H’(A) (i.e., I( rr) = 0). It differs from that proposition as follows. 
Besides allowing for the resolution of a cohomology module of some degree 
by other cohomology modules of that degree, it allows for the mixing of 
the modules H”““+ ’ (S,W .A) and H”w’(w. 2). Using this interplay in 
Corollary 1 below, we realize these modules as reciprocal extensions, and 
later in this section, we construct a loop of intertwinings which allows the 
modules of all degrees of cohomology to bear on the structure of the 
cohomology module of some fixed degree. This has been our gain from the 
restriction of weights considered to the lowest p2-alcove in generic position. 
Suppose that the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied for W, a, and A. 
Let 
H”““(,+ . 2)3 ff’““+ ‘(s,u, . A) ?e, H”““(,+. 1) 
be the exact sequence in the theorem (b). 
CoRoLLARv 1. (a) H”““(w.1)~ Ext&(Im cpo, Ker cpO) g Ext,!JKer ijo, 
Im *o); 
H”“‘+ ‘(s, IV. 2) E Extk(Im tie, Ker Go) z Extk(Ker cpo, Im cpo). 
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(b) H”“‘(w . A) E Ext~(H”“‘(M~~,,..,), H”“‘(M”,,.,)); 
H’(“‘+ ‘(s,w . A) E Ext;(H”“‘(M*,.. j), H”““(M&,)). 
(c) H”““(M”,..,) g Ker ‘p,, z Im +,,; H”““(M;z,,.. j,) z Im ‘pO z Ker I+G~. 
Part (a) shows that H”““(N). A) and H’(M.‘+ ‘(s, u’. II) are reciprocal exten- 
sions of the factors Im 40, and Ker ‘pO. 
ProoJ: (a) The exactness of the sequence above. 
(b) Consider the exact sequences 
0 --) M”,. j. -+ H”R/B, L(w . A)) --f M:a.w.. 1+ 0 
and 
By the theorem (a), the associated long exact sequences of sheaf 
cohomology for G/B degenerate to the short exact sequences 
0 + H”““(w,, j.) + H”““( w . A) + H”““( Mzz+,, j,) + 0 
and 
O+H’(w)(M~~~,,~i)+ H”“‘+‘(s,w.A)+ H”“‘(M”,..,)+O. 
(c) Follows from the theorem (b) and this corollary (b). 
Suppose that the hypotheses of the theorem (c)(2) are satisfied for j= 1, 
and let 
o+ Hbd(M”,,,,)- H”“‘(w.~)~ H”““+‘(s,w.~) 
3 Hb’(,~>. 1) -d.% H’(““(s,r w . i) 
be the exact sequence there. 
COROLLARY 2. (a) H’(“‘(w . A) E Extk(Im do, Ker 6,), 
(b) Ker 6, z Im tie and Im 6, g Ker $o, 
(c) M, is a factor of Im $0, 
(d) If the hypotheses of the theorem (c) are satisfied for j= 2, then 
cPof0. 
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Proof. (b) follows from the exactness of the sequence above and from 
Corollary 1. 
(c) Since s,,-I~. .A is a generic weight, H”““(S,* w .A) 
( = H’(“‘)(~s,~~,* ‘1)) and H”(s,.~lZ* . A) have the same composition factors 
(see Section 3.5 below). Since w ~ ‘c( is a positive root whenever Z(s,w) = 
I(w) + 1 [B-J, s,.~I,.. . A is less than 1 and so M, is not a factor of 
HO(S,.-I,* 2). Therefore, since M, is a factor of H’(I), and since Ho(I) and 
H’(“‘(w ‘2) have the same factors, again by Section 3.5, M, is a factor of 
Ker 6, % Im $,,. 
(d) If ‘p. = 0, then H”““(M”,,.,) and H”““(w ‘1) are isomorphic 
and H’(“‘)(M:,,, .A) is zero, by Corollary 1. But the image of 
fP”“+ l(S,wS,,-I,* . 1) + H~yws,.-I,* .A) is isomorphic with H”““(MtU,,. j,), 
and the conclusion of part (c) then is violated (with s,.~I~,,. .A in place 
of 1”). 
3.5. Images of Intertwines 
Let I)~: fJ’(“‘)+ ‘(saw. 1) + ff’(n’) (w .A) be the intertwining in Section 3.4. 
We give two character formulas for the image of tie. One of the formulas is 
essentially the same as the character formula given in [A2]. 
Let ch M be the formal character of a G-module M. 
DEFINITION. Let x E X. The Euler character of L(x) is ch(L(X)) = 
Ci( - l)j ch(H’(X)). 
The following properties of the Euler character are taken from [A2]. 
ch(L(X)) is independent of the characteristic of the field k. If x is dominant, 
then ch(L(X))=ch(@(X)), by Kempf’s theorem. From Bott’s theorem in 
characteristic zero, and from the independence from the characteristic of k, 
it follows that ch(L(w .x))= (- l)“““ch(&)), for any XEX. Let R(G) be 
the Grothendieck group for the category of finite-dimensional rational 
G-modules. If 2 is dominant and generic, then ch(H’(n)) =ch(L(I))= 
( - 1 )I”“) ch( L( w .A)) = ch(H’(““( w . A)), and H’(1) and H”““( w .1L) are equal 
in R(G). 
PROPOSITION. Let w be an element of W and ~1 a simple root such that 
l(s,w) = I(w) + 1. 
(a) Suppose that (s,-~,.)~.;l is a dominant generic (p, p2; wP’CC)- 
restricted weight for 0 < i < j (jfixed): 
ch(H”“‘(M;,.,))= i (-l)i~h(H’(W)((s,,)iw.~)) 
i=O 
+ (- l)j+’ ch(H”“‘(M;,~.,+,,.,)). 
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(b) Suppose that ($I,) .A. is a dominant generic (p, p2; w -‘a)- 
restricted weight for 0 < i < j: 
ch(H”“‘(M;..,))= f: (-l)‘+‘ch(H”““((s,*)‘M’.3,)) 
i= 1 
+ (-l)jch(H’(“‘)(M~,~~~,~.;.)). 
H’(““( Mt.. 1) is isomorphic with the image of 
fJGo: H”““+ ‘(SEW. 2) + H”“‘( It’. A), 
and H”““(M$z.,,, I,v. j. ) is isomorphic with the image of 
cpj: fP’((s,*)’ M’ . A) --b H’(“‘)+ ‘(s,(s,*)j M’, A). 
ProoJ (a) Let 
o- HyM*,,.,)- fw(w .A) 2 H”““((s,*)l w. I”) 
3, - . . . +’ + H4”“((s,.)~ w A) - Im cp, - 0 
be the exact sequence derived from Theorem 3.4(c)( 1). By Corollary l(c) of 
Section 3.4, for (s,.)-i w . A in place of w . A, the image of 
‘p,: H”“‘((s,*)’ N’ . A) + few)+ ‘(s,(s,*)j W’. A) 
is isomorphic with H’(W’(M~~z,,,+l,, .i). 
(b) Follows from (a) whenj is replaced by j- 1 and h by (~2-1~)~. E. 
in (a). The isomorphisms at the end of (b) show that the proposition gives 
character formulas for the image of the intertwine J/0. 
The distinction between the formulas in (a) and (b) is the following. In 
(a), ch H”““(M”,. J is computed via a resolution in the - w-‘(cY)-direction, 
while in (b), the resolution is in the w - ‘a-direction. 
Let R(G) be the Grothendieck group of G introduced above. Let A be a 
dominant weight. Let R(G), (resp. R(G);) be the subgroup of R(G) 
generated by the composition factors of H’(A) (resp. generated by the M, 
which are not factors of H’(A)). Let P,: R(G) -+ R(G), be the projection 
map with kernel R(G);. The proposition above, expressed as equalities in 
R(G), amounts to the following: 
H”“‘(M”,.,)= i (-l)iHo((s,-!,r)i.A) 
1=0 
+(-I) J+ 1 ffhV’(M” w(s,-l,.)l+‘.A > ) 
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fp'(M",,,,)= i (-,)f+' HO( (s;-lz)i E") 
i= I 
In these statements, using the generic position of the weights (s,,. la*)‘.& 
we have replaced the modules H”“‘((s,*)’ M-. 2) ( = H”K’( ~v(s,. ~I,*)~. 2)) in 
the proposition by the modules H’((s,. I%*)~. A) in R(G). 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of the proposition, 
(a) if Ho(I) and H”((s,,.-~,,)‘.~) have no common factors, then 
j- 1 
H”w’(M”,.. ;) = c (- 1); Pi(HO((s,.-I,*)” I.)), 
i=o 
in R(G) (or in R(G);); 
(b) ij” H’(2) and H’((s$ la)j.2) have no common factors, then 
I- 1 
H”““(bf:.. ;,) = 1 ( -l);+ ’ P#P((stf:-I,)‘. A)), 
,=I 
in R(G) (or in R(G)L). 
Prooj: Apply P, to the formulas preceding the corollary. 
Pi(H”““(M;..,)) = H’(w’(M”,, j.), since H”““(~,,. j,) is a submodule of 
H”““(H~.~) (=H’(%) in R(G)). By the hypothesis in (a) and by the fact 
that H”“‘(M~.Vr+,I+ I,,. -1, ) is a homomorphic image of I~‘(~‘)((s~*)~ w .A) 
( =H”((s,.-~..)‘.%) in R(G)), we conclude that Pj.(Ho((s,.-l,.)‘.l.)) = (0)= 
Pj.(H”‘~‘(M~.(,~~-~~,)~+ 1 .,.)). The proof of (b) follows the line of the proof 
of (a). 
3.6. A Loop of Intertwining and the Socles 
of the Higher Cohomology Groups 
Let 3, be a dominant generic weight. We construct a loop of intertwining 
and use it to prove that for ,? in sufftciently general position, H”““(w. I) has 
an irreducible socle and unique maximal proper submodule, for all w E W. 
That H’(l) has an irreducible socle is basic, and Jantzen [Jl ] has shown 
that it has a unique maximal proper submodule; in [Al] Andersen shows 
that H’(s, .A) has an irreducible socle for all dominant I, and all simple 
roots c(. 
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3.6.1. The Loop Property 
Let ShJh- I . . . s8, be a reduced expression for the long word iv0 E W. Let 
crO be the neutral element of W, and let bi = sB, . . . sp,, 1 d i < N. Let 1 be a 
generic dominant (p, p2)-restricted weight. 
In Theorem 3.4(b), for w= aJ and CI =sP,+,, there are mappings 
H’+‘(cT,+, .A)+ i Hj(o;A) and Hj(cr,.A)+ ‘p H’+‘(o,+, .A). Out of these 
mappings, j = 0, . . . . N - 1, construct the sequences 
(1) HN(cJN .l)-,HN-‘(ON., .A)-+ ... +H’(a, .i)+HO(A) 
(2) HO(A)+H’(o, .A)-+ ... +HN-l(cJN-, .l)-PHN(a,.;l). 
Since Hj(o,. A)lr E HN -j( woaj. A) (Section 2.1), and MJ~ = c,,,, the transpose 
of (2) is the sequence 
(2)” Ho(n) -+ H’(w,o,-, .A) -+ ... --, HN-‘(~,a, ./I) -+ 
HN( w. . A), where wooi has also the expression s _ no(P,+, , . . . s _ M.O(BN). 
Fuse sequences (1) and (2)” into a closed intertwining loop: 
/ HN~‘(a,-, .A)+ ... --) H’(a, .A) ~ 
HN( w. . A) H’(A) 
?HN ‘(~,a, .A) +- ... +- H’(w,a,~, .n) I( 
For each choice of reduced expression for w E W and for w0 w ~ ‘, we get 
a reduced expression for w. = (W,W ~ ’ ) w (where G,(~,) =MI), and a 
corresponding loop. For that loop, let f, be the composite mapping in the 
loop from the term HNp”“’ (IVY w , A) to the term H”“‘( w . A). 
Let SD,,., . . ‘SD, be a reduced expression for w. Let oi = sB, . . . sB, and set 
j= I(W). Consider the sequence of positive roots pi, s,,(/12), sp,sD2(/13), . . . . 
Sj3,SSz” s/3- ,(Pjh 
DEFINITION. J,. is the operator on X defined by 
J,,. is independent of the reduced expression for w (see Section 4.1). 
In the sequel, we shall refer to the results of the following theorem on the 
loop as the loop property. 
THEOREM. There is a region Y of dominant generic (p, p2)-restricted 
weights, such that for all 2 E Y: 
(a) f,.: HN-‘(W)(~O~ .A) --+ H”“” (w . A) is nonzero for all w E Wand all 
reduced expressions for w and w. w ~ ‘. 
(b) M,% 1 is a multiplicity one factor of p(A). 
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The proof will be given in Section 4.4.1. 
3.6.2. The Socles of the Higher Cohomology Groups 
DEFINITION. A is an n-generic weight if for every sequence of positive 
roots, yI, . . . . ym, m <n, the weight (sYm* . . . s,,.) .E, is dominant, generic, and 
(p, p2)-restricted. 
Let A. be an l(w)-generic weigth (which is at least 2-generic when I(w) = 0 
or 1). Extend a reduced expression for w to a reduced expression sBN .. . scI, 
for w,,, and set j = l(w), (ii = sB, . “so,, and fi = f,,. 
PROPOSITION. If Hi ~‘(oj~, .A) has irreducible socle MJO,-,.j., and 
H’-‘to,- IS(~,_,)-Q,/)~ 1) has irreducible sock M, ,-,s IO,- ,)- lC!‘lj.. ,, then 
H’c”‘(~r~. A) has irreducible socle M,%. j., and MJs .1 equals the image off, 
cf, = f,,,). 
Proof: Since HJ ~ ‘(0, ~ , . A) has for socle the irreducible factor MJO,-, i, 
of multiplicity one, HNpi+‘(wOo,J, . A) z HJp ‘(rr- , . A)” has a unique 
maximal proper submodule V, and V does not have MJO,,, ,>. as a factor. 
Hence,f,-,(V)=(O) andf,P,(HNPi+‘(~,,g,I, .I))=M,*,_,.,. 
The maps cp, $ in the exact sequence 
are nonzero, by Theorem 3.4, Corollary 2; hence, Im $ and Ker II/ are non- 
zero. $ is not surjective, since Ker $ # (0), and Hj(a, A) = Hj- ‘(oji- , . A) 
in R(G). Since H’(o, . A) E Ext&(Im II/, Ker $), any factor of the socle of 
Hj(o, . A) shows up in the socle of Ker $ or in the socle of Im II/. Below in 
(*), the socles of Im II/ and of Ker $ are shown to be MJO,,_, .A and 
M Jo,-,Slfl,-,I -1,B)e.j. - 
exactly once, ‘and 
- MJW 1. Hence, M,* 1 is a factor of the socle of Hj( aj . A) 
MJO,-, ). is the only other possible factor. 
MJm ;, the socle of H’-‘(a,-, .A) is also the socle of Im +. 
MJ’y:, the socle of Hj-‘(~~,.o~~~ .A) is the socle of Im 6,, 6,: 
H’411(ojp, .A)-+ Hi-‘(~~,,a,_, . A), if 6, # (0). By Theorem 3.4, 
Corollary 2, Im 6, z Ker IJ ( # 0)). (*) 
We rule out MJn .* from the socle of Hj(oj . A) as follows. Consider the 
sequence (from thdibop) 
HN-j(wooj . ,I) ho HN~j+‘(wooj-, .A) 
hl ) H’(a, .A)++ H~-‘(o~-~ .A). 
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There,fi-, =h,oh, andf,=h, oh,. M, 1 is a factor of Im h 1, since it is 
a factor of Im f, , . Hence, if MJO,-, .‘i’ were a factor of the socle of 
Hj(crj . A), it would be a factor of h; ‘(M, ~, .1). Since the maximal proper 
submodule V of HN~‘+‘(w,oj_, . A) does/not contain the factor M,, ~, ;, 
and h ,( I’) = (0). Since $ is not surjec- 
and Im h, c V. Therefore, Im,f, = 
h,(Im h,) c h,( V) = (0), and hypothesis (c) is violated. 
THEOREM. There is a region Y’ of generic dominant (p, p2)-restricted 
weights such that, for 1 E Y’, M,&, j. is the socle of and MJtioK. j. is the unique 
top factor of H”““(w . I”), for all u’ E W. 
Prooj Let Y’ be the region of weights in Y which are N-generic. The 
preceding proposition provides the inductive step (inducting on the length 
of M’), by which we conclude that H”“‘(K~ . A) has irreducible socle M,*. j., 
for all N’ E W. By Serre duality, it follows that H”“‘(w. A) has unique top 
factor equal to the socle of HN -‘(“‘)( ~1~~1. A), which is M,fi,Ow. 1. 
Remark. It follows that the space of mappings from H”““‘(w’. A) to 
H”w’( iv . A) is one-dimensional, for all w, M?’ E W, and 1 E I”. 
4. IDENTIFICATION OF ALCOVE TYPES 
The intent of the identzjication of alcove types is to assemble into a 
coherent body the information about dual Weyl modules which is scattered 
in the division of the weight space into alcoves. The procedure culminates 
in the W-linkage conjecture of Section 4.3. For the identification, we 
produce a group of transformations of the set of weights (isomorphic to the 
Weyl group) which transforms the set of highest weights of the factors of 
the dual Weyl module for a weight of one alcove type into the sets of 
highest weights of the factors of the dual Weyl modules for weights of all 
the various alcove types. Furthermore, the design of the group of transfor- 
mations is guided by the structure of the higher cohomology modules. 
4.1. Operators and Their Independence from 
Reduced Expression in the Affine Weyl Group 
In Section 3.6.1, the operator J,. appeared in connection with the socles 
of the higher cohomology modules. We show here that J,, which was 
defined in terms of a reduced expression for ~1, is independent from the 
choice of reduced expression. 
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DEFINITION. A oertex u in X is an intersection of hyperplanes 
{H I.“Ip I UEX ~&~I. 
V,=(~~Xln,pd(cr”,~+~)<(n,+l)p, cz~:S} is a fundamental 
domain for the operation of the weight translation group K(pX) on X. 
Moreover, K( pX) equals { T, +p I v a vertex} and V, equals T,, + ,, VP,, 
where in particular, I/-, = {x E X 1 0 < (IX”, x + p) < p, CI E S}. 
For a fixed vertex v, set t = T,,+ p and W, = t Wtr ‘. W, has v as fixed 
point, and W, = W,, x K(pX) (semidirect product). Conventionally, yB 
denotes tsg t ~ ’ = s~,,,~~ and y denotes twt - I, for fl E S, u’ E W. The following 
relations for ST, 1’ E R, make frequent appearences: 
1. z.G;u l = ST, U E K(pX), 
2. ysy =s,*,,,,, WE w. 
Let u’ = sa, . . ss, be a reduced expression for ~1 E W, where j = l(w) and 
/I; ES. Let JC, be the invertible operator s,~,.s,~,,(~~,. . . ..r,(,, .,.,s, Qm,(P,,* on X. 
PROPOSITION. J,,. = Jt, depends only on w 
Proof. Let w = slj . . s,, be a second reduced expression. Suppose that 
J,?,, is independent of the reduced expression for u’,,. Extend the two 
reduced expressions for the 1~ at hand to reduced expressions for w0 in the 
same way, namely, us0 = s,, . . . s;,, = sBr . . . sp, where yi = /Ii for i > j. Then, 
by the hypothesis on J,,.,,, 
The equality JE. = J’,, follows by cancelling the last N-j terms. Now we 
show that Ji,O is independent of B. 
Let v be any vertex and set t = T,, + ~. We show the independence from b 
by showing that J& equals two t ~’ (= y,) on V, (dot action). Since the 
operator J&, does not depend on the vertex v, it suffices to establish the 
equality where v = -p. In fact, if Jt,., = w0 on VP,, then for II E VP,, 
J&(t.A)=tJfl,,.A (by relation l)=tw,,.A=tw,,r’(t.A). 
(i) The leading term s,~~~. .sgN-,(pN,. of Jc,,, coincides with s,~,+. .sPN-,(BN) 
on V-,, since sB, ... sPN-,(/IN) = -w&IN) is a simple root. 
(ii) Suppose that the composite of the leading N-j terms of Jff,O 
coincides with 
4Rl,llJ 2-J 
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on V_,. Then the composite of the leading N-j + 1 terms equals 
s. ~P,--‘.~,~~-,(~,)s,p, ...S/ ,+l) “‘s.\,f, ...s&m,(BN) 
on VP,. In fact, let A E VP,. By the invariance of the inner product, we 
have that 
Since - ulo(Bj) is a simple root, and 1” E VP,,, s,~,,, .,V,‘im,C,r,* equals 
SqJ1...sp,-,(L$) at ss,G ,... 5/p,+, “‘ST/l ,... S,~N&w~. 
This shows that 
COROLLARY TO THE PROOF. For each vertex v, J,,. = y on y ‘yO . V,. 
ProoJ J,. = w on 
The statement of the corollary is the translation of the statement at -p to 
each vertex v. 
Thus, OH each region y ‘boo . V,, J,. operates as an operator from W,,. 
4.2. The Alcove Identifi:cation Homomorphism 
Fix a vertex v, and set t= T,+,,, yll =ts,]t-’ and y=twt-‘. 
DEFINITION. The alcove identzjkation operator associated to the vertex v 
and the simple root /I is defined by ZYp = sp. yB = yBs$. The alcove 
identification operator associated to the vertex v and an element y of W, is 
Zy = Z,,p, . . . ZyB,, where y = ys, . . . yg, is a reduced expression for y. 
That I,, is independent of the reduced expression is a consequence of the 
following formula. 
FORMULA. I,. = J,.-, y. 
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Proof. Using the commutation relations in 4.1, 
DEFINITION. The alcove identification homomorphism I: W, -+ Perm(X) 
is defined by I( ~1) = I,.. 
For ~9’ E W,,, since I,.. ZY = ZY.ZY, . . . ZJs,, the verification that Z is a 
homomorphism reduces to the showing that Z,,,Z?, =.ZY,Y,j for fl E S. If 
I( J~‘J’,~) = Z(p’) + 1, then the equality holds by the detimtron of ZYC.V,. The 
other possibility, that Z(p’y,) = Z(y’)- 1, implies that I( ( JJ’)‘~) yp) = 
I( y’~l~) + 1. Hence, ZJ, = Z.VS,.,iZJli, 
Let MES and nEi7. 
and ZJzZY,( =I,,.,. , since ZYB is involutory. 
DEFINITION. The nth a-strip in X is the set (A E X I np < 
(c?‘,I~+p)5(n+l)p}. 
PRINCIPAL PROPERTIES OF Z,.. Let v be the vertex naeS H,,,Np: 
1. I?, equals the translation operator T,,-- ,, ~ , ,pl on the n th a-strip. 
2. Zf i lies in an alcove, then I. and ZY .A lie in alcoves of the same type. 
3. Z,,z transforms the (n, +m) th a-strip into the (n, -m -2) th 
u-strip. 
4. I,.* leaves the (n, - 1) th cc-strip pointwise invariant. 
5. )((J. V,, the intersection of the strips ((na - 1) th Cc-strip}..s, is 
pointwise invariant under all I?, y E W,,. 
Proof: 1. For A in the nth c1 strip, I!. .A= y,s: .A = s~~~,,,s,,~,+,~~~;~= 
s,T -n,p~~,T-,,+,,p, .A = T,na-.-,,pz.A. 
2, 3, and 4 follow from 1, and 5 follows from 4. 
Let R(G), denote the free abelian group on the set X+ of dominant 
weights. R(G), is canonically isomorphic with the Grothendieck group 
R(G). For the purposes to come, we may consider H”(A) as an element of 
R(G) or as an element of R(G),. Let R(G), be the free abelian group on 
the set X. 
Fix a vertex v in the lowest p*-alcove, and let n, (o! E S) be the 
corresponding integers as above. Restrict Z,: X -+ X to Z, : X+ + X and 
induce an injective homomorphism D,: R(G), + R(G),. Interpret the 
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equation D&HO(A)) = @(y. A) to mean that D,.(H”(A)) lies in R(G), 
( c R(G),) and equals H(‘(y .A) there. 
Let A be a (p, p’) restricted generic weight for which Theorem 3.6.2 
holds, and p a simple root. 
IV,1 was designed to transform the highest weight J.Va .A of the socle of 
H’(s, . ;I) into the highest weight ya .1 of the socle of H“( 4~~. A ), assuming 
that y/r .A is also dominant. Thus, DJi gives an initial connection between 
the structures of H1(.sg .A) and @(yp A). Moreover, the highest weights of 
the socles of H’(sl, . A) and P’(yP .A) lie in alcoves of the same type. To 
continue along this line, we ask if 
D,.(Soc’(H’(s, ./I)) = Soc’(@(y,, .A)) 
in R(G),, for all j. If this holds, and if the two modules have the same num- 
ber of socle levels, then at the highest socle level the equality would give 
D,.,W%)) = ff”ba .A). 
THEOREM. If both ;1 and yB . A are Jantzen-generic, then D,,(@(A)) = 
@(y8 .A); that is, the multiplicity of M, as composition factor of P(A) 
equals the multiplicity of IV,~~ .x as composition factor of @( yp . A), for all 
xcx+. 
Proof: Write il in the form pil’ + w . p + pp,, for some A’ E X, MJE W, 
p E I?,. Then yB . A = ~2” + scl w . p + pp:,,., where A” = ss( A’) + s,&,) - 
+ n,j3. By formula (DP) of Section 1.5, we have the following 
E$alities: in R(G): 
@CA)= 1 C cq(i)Mp(2.‘+w*[)+q3 
jEP?jEXp 
hence it suffices to show that !Yp . (~(2’ + w * [) + v]) = ~(2” + (s8w) * <) + q, 
for all i E P, q E X,. The weight ~(2’ + w * [) + q lies in the n th B-strip, 
where n = (p”, A’+ w *[), so by Property 1 above, IYI( transforms 
p(ll’ + w * [) + q into ~(2’ + w * [) + q + p(na -n - l)/?, so it is enough to 
show that 
p(l”+sBw * i)-p(A’+w * i)=p(na -n-1)/L 
which is equivalent to showing that 
~“-~‘+s,w*~-w*~=(ns-n-l)~. 
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This follows by the following calculation, where the second-to-last step is 
by the lemma of 1.5: 
1” - A’ + sp * [ - ‘4’ * [ 
= s&‘) + s/j(pn) - PSPH, + nap - I’ + spw * [ - w * [ 
=-(B”,n’)ll+(s,(p,.)-p,,,.+(sgw)*i-w**)+n,~lj 
= ( - 1 - (fl”, A’ + M’ * [))/I + nsp 
=(nfi-n-l)fi. 
COROLLARY. If I'=Y/?;~'s)~,, and if all the weights A, y,], %, .,., 
Yp, . . YB, ‘2 are Jantzen-generic, then 0,.(@(A)) = p( y . A). 
We shall refer to this corollary as the alcove identification property. 
4.3. The Linkage Conjecture 
We conjecture the composition factors (without specifying multiplicities) 
of @(,I), for I a Jantzen-generic weight. The procedure is based on the 
interplay between alcove identification and strong linkage of weights (see 
[A33 for strong linkage). 
DEFINITIONS. Let XEX. S.L.(x)= (6 EX ( 6 is strongly linked to x} is 
the strong linkage class of 1. S.L.-‘(x) = (6 E X 1 x is strongly linked to 6) 
is the inverse strong linkage class of x. 
By alcove identification, if p is the highest weight of a factor of @(I), 
then ZY . ~1 is the highest weight of a factor of FZ”( y. A). Hence, by the 
strong linkage principle, Z, . p E S.L.( y . A), and p E ZYmI . S.L.( y . A). 
DEFINITION. fl.vE wv ZYml .S.L.( y . A) is the W-linkage class of A. The 
W-linkage class of A is independent from the vertex v (Section 4.3.1). 
We have the following upper bound on the set of composition factors of 
P(A). 
PROPOSITION. The W-linkage class of ;1 contains the set of all highest 
weights of composition factors of @(A). 
We base the following conjecture on its validity for groups of rank 2, to 
be established in 4.3.2. 
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Linkage Conjecture.= There is a region of Jantzen-generic weights ,I 
where the set of highest weights of composition factors of @(A) equals the 
W-linkage class of A. 
Remark. This conjecture does not address the multiplicities of the 
composition factors of HO(A). 
LEMMA. ZY transforms the 
OfJ .A. 
Proof 
W-linkage class of 1, into the W-linkage class 
[v . n I,~,,-~ .s.L.(~’ .A) = n I, ,,,, + .s.L.(~~‘~~+(~ .A)). 
)“ E w, ) r.‘E w, 
PROPOSITION. If the linkage conjecture is valid for II of one alcove type, 
then the conjecture is validfor 1 of each alcove type. 
Proof Since D,.(HO(A)) = P( y . A), !V transforms the set of highest 
weights of factors of P’(A) into the corresponding set for Ho(y. I.). The 
lemma implies the proposition. 
Since ~EEI~-I .(s.L.(y.A))oA~y~ .S.L.P’(Z,. .p), we can give an 
inverse version of the proposition, and an inverse linkage conjecture 
equivalent to the linkage conjecture. 
DEFINITION. n,., ,,,,, y-~' . S.L. ‘(I? .,u) is the inverse W-linkage class 
of /l. 
In 4.3.1 we show that this class is independent from the vertex V. 
PROPOSITION. The inverse W-linkage class of u contains the set Xp of all 
1 for which M, is a composition factor of p(A). 
Inverse Linkage Conjecture. There is a region of Jantzen-generic 
weights where the set Xl’ equals the inverse W-linkage class of .D. 
In considering the inverse conjecture for a fixed p, we are free to choose 
the vertex v so that p lies in yO . V,,, the region pointwise fixed by all I,,, 
since the inverse W-linkage class of p is independent of v. Furthermore, for 
that choice of v, the inverse W-linkage class of ,U and the set XP are both 
invariant under the group W,, and enjoy the consequent symmetry (see 
also 4.3.2, for the use of this symmetry in computing the inverse W-linkage 
class). 
z We prove the conjecture in the paper “On the geometry of extensions of irreducible 
modules,” Pa+ J. Math. 130 (1987), 253-273. 
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4.3.1. The Independence of the W-Linkage Classes from the Vertex 
If v and v’ are two vertices, then independence of the inverse W-linkage 
class of p requires that 
n y-* S.L..-’ (I~ +I= n (Jy S.L.-‘(I!. +). 
.)’ E bi’, 1.’ t U’,. 
In fact, we will show that 
y’ . S.L. -l(z) ~ .~)=(tl’t~‘)~~‘.S.L.~‘(z,,.,-I .p), 
where t = T,. ~ ,, translates v to v’. Just as the linkage and inverse linkage 
conjectures were related, the last equation is equivalent to showing that 
I-1.-, .s.L.(J?.~)=I,,,.,~,,-, .S.L.(tyt-‘.I.), 
which will also show the independence of the W-linkage class of 2 from the 
vertex. 
There are the relations tW,,t-‘= W,., ZFm’ =J,c~lP’, and Z~,L.,~“~’ = 
J,.( ryt ~ ’ ) - ‘. Hence, 
(i) PEEI,.-’ .S.L.()v.E,) if and only if J;’ .~LE y-’ .S.L.(y.A) and 
(ii) ~EZ~,,,~ ‘,-’ .S.L.(tyt-’ .i) if and only if J;’ .pE ty-ltr’ . 
S.L.( t?‘t ~ ’ /I). 
This changes the problem to showing that fyt ~ ‘y - ’ . S.L.( y A) = 
S.L.( tyt ’ . I.). 
Let p E S.L.( y A), p = s,,, ‘..s,,. y.2 for some yi E R+. Then, by relation 
1 of 4.1, 
tyr’y-’ .p=rytr’y-‘(s. ,k. “‘SJS,.. It.2) 
= syp . ..s.,.(tyt-‘y-‘(4’4)) 
is an element of S.L.(tyt- ’ %). The converse inclusion holds in the same 
way. 
4.3.2. Computation of the Inverse W-Linkage Classes 
Let p E X and let v be the unique vertex such that p E y, . V,. If b, is the 
boundary of the union of the alcoves which contain weights to which ~1 is 
strongly linked, then the inverse W-linkage class n, E WY y . S.L. -I(p) of p is 
the set of those weights, linked to p, in the region enclosed by ( y . b,} YE w,. 
The boundary of the enclosed region catrbe produced in the following way. 
Consider the chamber F-, = {A 1 (yl’. A + p) > 0, y E R+ }, and let F, be 
the translate of F-, (f rom --p to v). Then the boundary of the region at 
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issue is the union of pieces { y . (b, n y, . F,)} -ME W,. In fact, this amounts to 
showing that if wO = sBN .. . s8, is a reduced expression for wO and A is an 
element of F, such that p is strongly linked to yO . A, then p is also strongly 
linked to yB, . . ..vs. y, ‘1, for all i. For v = -p, this follows from the fact 
that (&,sg,,-, ....sP, .I+p)=(sp, ...sflk,,(/?k)C, i+p) is positive, since 
SD, . ..SBk-l (fik) is a positive root for each k and since 1, lies in Fp,. 
By carrying out this procedure for the groups of rank 2 (A,, B,, and 
G2), we have verified the inverse linkage conjecture (and so the linkage 
conjecture) for those groups, by showing that the diagrams in [L] of the 
sets P coincide with the inverse W-linkage classes of p, for each alcove 
We. 
4.4. Alcove Identification and Intertwining 
The identification mappings D, commute with intertwinings 
H’(“,)+‘(S,,t’.q + fpfi,) (w . A) in the sense made precise by the proposition 
below. 
Let tl E S, w, w’ E W. Suppose that I(s, w’) = I( w’) + 1. There is a vertex v 
and a region of Jantzen-generic (p, p2)-restricted weights extending out 
from v where the following proposition is valid. The intertwinings are those 
of Section 3. 
PROPOSITION. (a) Zf l(sZw’w) = l(w’w) + 1, then for the intertwinings 
uo: f.p”~‘“~)+‘(S,w,~w’. A) --) pw(w’w .A) 
and 
a1 : H’(“‘) + ‘(s, w'y .A) + H”““‘( w'y . A), 
D,,.(Im u,,) = Im u, , and D,,(Ker Q,) = Ker U, . 
(b) Zf l(s,w’w) = I( w’w) - 1, then for the intertwinings 
u3: H /(w”fi’) - 1(s, w’w . 2) e., Hb”H’)( w)w . 2) 
and 
uq: H’(“‘)+ ‘(sbw’y . A) + H’@“(w’y. A), 
DJ Im u3) = Im uq, and D,,( Ker u3) = Ker uq. 
Proof: (a) In Section 3.5, we saw that Im u. =xiZo (-l)i 
Pi(fF’((sc,p,.,-~(o,)gY -A) in R(Gh where the sum is to be carried to the 
point j where 
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for all i>j. 
D,.(Im uO) = i (- 1 )i O~Pi.(Ho((sc~,,.,~~~,,,)’ .A)) 
r=O 
= ,go (- 1 Y p, -2 D,(Ho((s,,..,.,-I,.,.)‘. J*), 
since D,.(P)(A)) = P( y. A) implies that D,.Pj. = P,,., D.,, 
= ;co (- 1 Y P~.~HOo)(s,,,,.)~I~,,*)i. 21, 
so long as v is far enough within the generic region so that (so,.,,,,) -I(~)*)~.IZ, 
0 I i I j, are Jantzen-generic weights, -- 
by the second relation in 4.1, = Im U, . 
(b) Consider the exact sequence 
from Section 3. Then 
Im uj = P(A)-Im 00 = i ( -l)ipj.(~((sZ~~,w.,~l(,,)'.I)), 
i=O 
by Corollary (b) of Section 3.5. 
D,.(Im 4 = i (- 1)’ p,.iHo(y(s~~~,,.,-~,,,)’ .A), as in (a), 
,=O 
=,go (-l)ip,,.~Ho((s~.~~.,)~I,,,)iL’.~) 
= i (- l)j P,.i.Ho((s,,.,,~I,,,.)‘y .A) 
i=O 
=Imu, 
The statements about kernels follow from the statements about images. 
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4.4.1. Alcove Identification and the Loop of Cohomology Modules 
Let v be a vertex and let w and .v be corresponding elements under the 
isomorphism Wr W, of 4.1. 
LEMMA. 
(a) .rJ;‘c’~‘=J,,. I. 
(b) rf I( u’(u)) = 1( IV) + I(%+), then J,.,,. = J,,, y- ‘J,., y. 
(c) JJ,,s, = J,,., J’. 
Proof: (a) Follows from the commutation relation (2) in 4.1. 
(b) Let M’=s,+ . ..sB1 and rt”=sD, “.s~,+,. Then J~,~~=s~,.s,~~,,~~)* ... 
s. A+9 ,... S~,~~,~B,l*sW~‘~B,+,)*sM~~‘.~~,+,(P,+~)* “‘s,.~‘53+,...“p,~,(B’)* = J,.( y ~ ‘.I,., y ). 
(c) Follows from the formula Z? =J,.-II’. 
Let Y be the region of Jantzen-generic, (p, p)2-restricted generic weights 
1 for which Proposition 4.4 holds. We prove Theorem 3.6.1, that for all 
1 E Y, MJw .1 has multiplicity one in @(A) for u’ E W, and the loop property 
is valid; that is, the composite mapping f,,,: HN ““‘I( wOw . A) + H”““( w . n) 
has image MJM . A. 
Proof 0,.-1(@(y.i))=@(I1) in R(G),; hence, M,w.l =M,,-,,.., has 
the same multiply in p(A) as M,. .), has in @(y . A), namely, one. 
Let IV = sg, . . sB, and \tvO = sp, . . . sir, be reduced expressions. The 
expression u’~ = ( u’O u~u’~)( \vO M’ ~ r ) leads to a second reduced expression 
Consider the sequence from the loop for 1 associated to u’~ = sBN .. . sB,, 
H’(N) .A)“+ . -+ Hk(sBk . ..sB. .A)‘I+ Hk-‘(satm, “.slr, .A),, 
+ . . -+ H()(A)‘r= HN(w, I,) + . . + HU(sp, . . ‘soI .A) 
-+HU-‘(sBU-, ...s,~, .A)-+ ... +H’(w.A); 
that is, by Serre duality, 
HN-‘(y,~.a)-+ -+HN-k(~>o~~Bk ...sB, .A) 
-+HN-(k-L)(~O~pkm, . ..sg. .a)-+ . . . -+HN(w,.A) 
-+ . . . 4 HU(sBu . . .sB, .A) 
+HU-‘(spwm, . ..s8. .,I+ ... -+H’(w.il). 
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At the same time, consider the sequence from the loop for y .1. associated 
to M’o =s-wo(&) “‘~-~~o,p,)~~,v “..Tfl,+,, 
HN(woy~~)+ ... -‘HN-i+k(SL*.O(Bk) . ..s~.~~(s,,s,l~...s~,+,!:.~) 
~HN~‘+‘k~“(.~~~,~,(p,~,) “‘S~M.O,/j,)S,jN -~s~,+,,‘~1) 
+ ... -*HN~i(Sp,,...Sg,+,~.~) 
+ ‘.. -bH”-‘(Sg” . ..sc.+,p.I) 
-+ Hup’ ‘(sBum, . ..sp.+,y4)+ ... -P(pA). 
The intertwinings 
and 
have the same relative positions in the two sequences. Then D,,(Im u3) = 
Im u4 by Proposition 4.4(b), using the relations 
and 
In the same way, D,.(Im uO) = Im u,, by Proposition 4.4(a), where 
uo: H”(s~~...s~,+,~v.~)‘H~-~(~~~~, . ..s~.+,w.%) 
lies in the first sequence and 
u,: H”-‘(s,” ..~sp,+,yd)+ HUpl-i(~Bum, . ..sa.+,y4) 
lies in the second sequence. By these facts, since Z,,.Z, .;1= y . I and, since 
MY., is a factor of the image of each intertwining in the second sequence 
(by [A21 or 3.4), M,~.j. is a factor of the image of each intertwining in the 
first sequence. Since M, 1 is a factor of multiplicity one in @(A), it is then 
a factor of the image of the composite of the intertwinings in the first 
sequence. 
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4.5. Two Technical Facts 
4.51. Preservation of Wall Type under Alcove Ident$cation 
DEFINITION. A wall type in X0, R is the orbit of a wall of an alcove 
under the afftne Weyl group. 
Let y be a positive root and n an integer such that H,,, contains a wall 
of an alcove C. 
DEFINITION. H,,, contains a lower wall of C if C lies in the nth y-strip 
=(nEXInp<(1’*‘,~+P)~(n+l)p}. 
LEMMA. The alcoves C and I? . C, y E W,, have lower walls of the same 
types. 
Prooj For y = yg, /?E S, the statement follows from the fact that ZY, 
operates by translation on each B-strip. 
4.5.2. Computation of the Images of Intertwinings 
There is a region of Jantzen-generic (p, p2)-restricted generic weights 2 
for which the image of the intertwining H’(“‘)+ ‘(sg w .,J) + ’ H”““(w. 1) can 
be computed directly from the factors, with multiplicities, of @(A) and 
HyS,.-l,p)* ./I). 
Let T, be the translation by y~pX. Let M, be a factor of P(n). 
LEMMA. The multiplicity of M, in Im u equals 
i (mult. of Mr,n,m,,,,., in H”(J)) 
i=O 
- i (mult. of M T,pw-,ca,.x in @h-~,fl~ .A)). 
i=O 
Proof: In R(G),, 
Im 24 = i (- l)j PI(Ho((s,.~~~B,.)‘. 1)) 
i=O 
= 1 Pi(Ho( (s,- L(&i. 2)) - c P,(@((+ 1@,*)2i+ ’ .A)) 
i=O i=O 
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so long as the weights (s,,-I~~).)~. 1 needed for the formula remain in the 
generic region. Since M, is a factor of P’(A), we can dispense with the pro- 
jection operator Pi and conclude that the multiplicity of M, in Im u equals 
,;. (mult. OfM, in T-,,,.-I(~,@(~)) 
- C (mult. of M, in T~ip,,.-~~B,liO(~,.-~~,~,r .A)) 
i=O 
= C (mult ofMT,pM-,,,,., in Ho(A)) 
i=O 
- 1 (mult of M,w. ,,li,.X in Ho(s,.~~,~,. .A)). 
i-0 
5. THE SOCLE SERIES FOR A, AND B,. 
We determine the socle series for A, and B,. Throughout Section 5 we 
assume that I, is suffkiently generic so that all the conclusions of Section 3 
and 4 apply. For each u’ E W, H”“‘( MI . A) has irreducible socle and a unique 
maximal proper submodule, which we denote by Hz”‘(w. A). M,* .1 is the 
socle and M, I is the quotient H”““( w . A)/H’Jw)( u’ . A). The intertwine 
fp’spySpW~ $p (w.i) is zero at So~‘(H”“c”“(s~w~l)) since J,Yflw, .A# 
J,. . A. Consequently, if 
~~~~~~~~~ n) + . . + W(sp, . . .s,], .A) -+ . . . + Ho(A) 
is the sequence from the loop of Section 3, then for M’ = So, ... sB,, the com- 
posite u,: H”w’(~c. k) -+ H”(A) has the property u,(SOC~+““‘(H’(~“(M’. A))) 
c Sock(HO(A)). From the sequence 
HO(A)-, ... -+ H”““(W .2) -+ . . . -+ HN( w. . I,), 
the composite u,. : fP( A) -+ H”““( M’ .A) has the 
u,,.( sot k +“‘V’(P(A))) c Sock(H’(““(\c’ . A)). In particular, 
property 
B, = n UspO~i(H’(sD . A))) 
DES 
is an upper bound for Soc’(@(k)). 
Suppose also that H”““(M’. A) has N + 1 socle levels, for each w E W, i.e., 
k=N+ 1 is the lowest index such that Sock(H’(“‘(w .A)) = H’(“‘(w A.). 
Since Ht(“.)( M’ .A) equals So?H’(“‘( rt’ .A), and for f(w) = N - 2, 
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u,.(H.~~2(w.~))cSocz(Ip(~)), CI,*,,=N-2~,(H.~-2(u).~)) is a lower for 
soC2(HO(n)). 
For groups of type A, and B,, we verify in 5.1 the following formula for 
the second term. For 1” in the generic region, 
Soc2(P(A))= 1 u,,.(H.~-2(w.A)). 
/(w)=W 2 
5.1 
Let G be a group of type A, or B,, with simple roots IX, p (p is the long 
root for G = B2). For G = A,, s, and sB are the elements of W of length 
N-2 = 1; for G= B,, s,sB and s,,s, are the elements of W of length 
N-2=2. 
PROPOSITION. (a ) For G = A,, Soc2(HyA)) = usz(H’,(s, . A)) + 
%,p-c($ .A)). 
(b) For G = B2. Soc*(@(n)) = u s,,sawS(~&z .A)) + %,s,(m&Q .A)). 
The proof uses the assemblage of data in the tables below. Let v = 
H l.n~! n HB,n,,P be the vertex for which V, contains the weight 2. The triple 
(n, m, e) locates the position of that weight p which is strongly linked to i 
in the region J’cn,ml = VyIpJ, where v(p) = Hl.(n,+nJp n HP.(na+m,p, and in 
the alcove of type e (for G = A2, e = a or 6; for G = B,, e = a, b, c or d). 
Figure 1 shows the region VvCP) and the alcove types within it. As needed, 
(n, m, e) will specify p, or the irreducible module M,, or the alcove of type 
e in V,,,,. The symbol (n, m, e,, . . . . ei) denotes all at once, the weights 
pI, . . . . p, in the alcoves of types e,, . . . . ej in Vt,,,m,. 
In Table I, the line for type P lists the factors in the upper bound B, for i 
of that type. In Table II, the factors of u,,(H.t- ‘(w ‘1) are listed for the 
various alcove types and for all words M’ E W of length N - 2. 
Beginning with the set of factors of the modules P(p) given in [A2], the 
proposition in Section 3.5 was used to compute the factors in the images of 
intertwines as displayed in Table III. Tables I and II are then generated 
FIG. 1. The alcove types for A, and B,. 
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TABLE I 
Alcove 
type Factors in Bi 
(1 i(O,O,a), (0. -1, b), (-1.0, h)} 
h ((O,O.a.h),(l,-l,a),(-l.l,a),(O,-l,a).(-l,O,U)) 




c {Cl. -l.~.~),(O.O,~,~),(-l1.O,u,b,c).(-l,l,u),(-2.0,u)) 
d ~(2~-l.u).(~,-l,u,~).(O,O,u,c,d).(O,-l,u.h),(-t,1,h), 
(-l,O,u,b,c).(-2,l.u)) 
from Table III, using the fact that the factors in l?‘(p) have multiplicity one 
to handle composites of intertwines. (Curiously, there is a discrepancy 
between the sets of factors for the modules given in Table IIB and the sets 
of factors for these modules given in [A2], even though we are using the 
computational technique given in [A21 to compute the sets. With this in 
mind, we have checked these computations twice.) 
Proof of the Proposition. 1. For G of either type, we show that 
Soc*(Ho(1)) contains z~,.(H;“~’ (w . A)) for each u’ of length N- 2, i.e., 
TABLE II 




{(0.0,u),(0, -Lb)} {(O,O.u),(-l*O,b)} 
((0, 0, 0, b), (I, - 1, a), (0. - 1, a), l(O,O,a.6), c-1. La), (0, -l,u), 
(-LO,a)J (-LO.u)} 
B. Type Bz 
~sy,W3w A)) ~s,s~(H:(w,, i)) 
b” 
{ (0.0, a), (0, - 1, d)} {(O,O,u),(-l,O,c)} 
((1. -l,b),(O,O,u,b),(-l,O,b)} {(O,O,b),(-l,O,d)} 
c ((1, - 1, c). (0, 0, c,} Ji(L -l,~),(O.O,b,c),(-l,l,u), 
(6LO,a,c)} 
d 1(23 -l,a)>(l, -l~~),(O,O,a,~d),’ {(O,O,d),(-l,l,b),(-l,O,b), 
(0, -l,u,) f-2, La)} 
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TABLE III 
Factors of the Image of #“‘I+ ‘(M.’ ‘1) + H”““( )I’. A) 












(0. -1, b) 







(-2, 0. a) 
(0,03 u) 
(0, - 1.4 
(0, -2, a, b) 
C-1. -1-b) 
(1, -2, b) 
(O,O, a) 
(0, 0, a. b ) 
(0, -1.a.b) 
(-1,O.a) 
(1, -1. a) 
(0.0, h) 
(1. -1. a) 
(-1. 1.a) 




(0.0. a, b) 
(0, -1,d) 
(-1.&b) 
(0. -2, a) 
(1, -1. 6) 
(0. 0, a, b, c) 
(0, - 1, a, c, d) 
(- 1.0, a, b. c) 
(-2,0,a) 
(1, -1,a,b,c) 
(2, -2, a) 
(O,O,a,b) (0.0, cl 
(0, -1,a,b,c,d) (0, -1,a.b.c.d) 
(S/,L s,). (-l,O,b,c) (-1,O,a,b,c,d) 
(S/,W~. wp) C-2, 0, a) (-2,O,a,b) 
(1, -La, b) (1, -l.a,b) 
t-1, -1.a,b) 
(0.0, a) VA 0, b) 
(0, -1, a, c, d) (0, -1. b) 
s,sIps,3 S,&L (-1,O,a,b.c) (-LO,4 
vfl3 sp) (-TO, a, b, c) (-3. La) 
(0, -2, a) (1, -La,b) 
(-1, -l.a,b,c) 
(O,O, a) KAO, a, b) 
(-l,O,c) (-1,O,a,b,c,d) 
(wzo, W&h (-2.0,c) (-L0,b.c) 




(2. -2, a) 
(0, 0, a, b, c) 
(0. -l,a,b,c) 




(0, 0, b> c) 
(1, - 1, a) 
(- 1, 0, a, b, c, d) 
(62,0,a,b) 
(--I, La) 
(0,O. a. c, d) 
(0, - 1, a, b, c) 
(-l,O,a,b,c) 
C-2, 1.a) 
(2. -1, a) 
(1. -l,a,b,c) 




(2. -1, a) 
(0. 0, 4 
(2. - 1, a) 
(-1, 1. b) 
(-2, 1, a, b) 
(-1,&b) 
(0, 0, a, b, c, d) 
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u,.(H;“-- 2(w . l”))/M, is semisimple. The plan is to show that when M, and 
Mg. are two factors of one of those quotients, M;, is not a factor of Bdr, and 
so, not a factor of Soc2(P’(S’)). That will rule out extentions between the 
factors of one of the quotients, by Section 2. To use the table of bounds B, 
(Table I) for the present purpose, apply the translation T,,-,, to the 
highest weights of the factors in the quotient at issue, where 2’ is the weight 
in I’,. strongly linked to 1, which lies in the alcove of the same type as the 
alcove of 6’. The table contains the data for B,, = BTj,.md.t6,j, and one may 
check that M7,,mn.,cT) is not a factor of B,, to complete the proof of 1. 
2. For G = A,, Bj. = (~,~(Hi(s, .A)) + u,,,(H.L(sg .I.))). This proves 
part (a ). 
We complete the proof of part (b) by showing that no factor of 
Bl/k,~,,(wql~l .A)) + ~,s&f~(~,~~ .n))) 
can be factor of Soc’( @‘(A)): 
(i) If ,? has type a or h, then the quotient is zero. 
(ii) If i has type c, the quotient has the two factors (-2,0, a) and 
(- 1, 0, h) only. Rule out (-2,0, a) as a factor of Soc2(@(n)) as follows. 
( -2,O, a) is the top factor MJM,,;,: .j. of ti(s$s,* .A). Hence, the image of 
the composite @(s$sj .A) + UZ @(s,* . A) --t ” p(A) has irreducible socle 
(0, 0, c) and unique top factor (-2,0, a). But when the image is computed, 
other factors appear as well in the image, so that the top factor of the 
image cannot be in the second socle level of P(1). In the foregoing, the 
image of ul, for instance, has been computed using the procedure in 
Section 3.5. That procedure applies directly to U: H’(s, ‘2) --) P(i), and 
the two exact sequences 
fP(.s,* . i) UI HO(A) -+ fP(.s,* A) 
and 
H’(s, .i)-L HO(l) + Ha(.sa* . i) 
show that Im ui and Im u are isomorphic. 
In order to rule out (- 1, 0, b) as a factor of Soc2(P’(A)), consider the 
intertwining u: P(i) 4 Ho(s,, + ,j* 2) across the wall (of type s, say) 
between i = (0, 0, c) and s~%+,~* . A= (0, 0, b) (u is produced via Jantzen’s 
translation functor in [A4].) Let 1’ be the weight in W, . I which lies in the 
fundamental alcove C, and let ~1’ be a weight which lies only on the wall of 
type s of C,. The translation functor T$ annihilates the kernel of u [D-S], 
but does not annihilate factors of P(n) whose highest weights lie in 
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alcoves whose wall of type s is an upper wall of the alcove; hence, factors of 
that class are not factors of Ker U. The wall of type s of (- 1, 0, h) is an 
upper wall, in fact. Hence, (- 1, 0, h) is not in Ker U, and so it is not in 
~-‘(Soc~(P(s~~+~* . %))), or in Soc’(H0(1)). 
(iii) If 2 has type d, then the quotient has the four factors 
(-l,O,c), (0, -l,b), (1, -l,c~), and (-l,O,a). Proceed in the same way 
as for type c. In regard to ( - 1, 0, c) and (0, - 1,6), consider the com- 
posites 
and 
P(sp*s,* . %) + Ho@,*. %) -+ Ho(%) 
P(s,*sp* . %) + Hysg. %) + Ho(%). 
They rule out from Soc2(@(1)) the top factors (- 1, 0, c) and (0, - 1,6) of 
ffY ,$,z .A) and #‘(s, sB * * .A). In order to exclude from Soc2(HO(1)) the fac- 
tors ( 1, - 1, a) and ( - 1, 0, a), consider the intertwining U: HO(L) -+ 
ffk+p* .A) across the wall (of type s, say) between 1= (0, 0, d) and 
s,+~* . I = (0, 0, c). Following the procedure used for type c, (1, - 1, a) and 
(- 1, 0, a) are excluded from ~~‘(Soc’(Ejo(s,+~~ .A))), since they are in 
alcoves whose walls of type s are upper walls. That completes the proof. 
With the computation of the second socle level of p(L) in hand, the 
following proposition on the higher socle levels for A2 and B, will be easily 
established: The formula of the proposition does not hold for the second 
socle level of B, since Soc’(#‘(J)) # B,, for 1 of types c and d:, 
PROPOSITION. Forjz3, SO&(@(%))= r),,n.l=,m, ~;~(Socl(H~-~‘(w.%))). 
Proof: At the beginning of Section 5, we showed that 
Soc’(Ho(%)) c (-) U,‘(SOC’(H’~‘(U”%))), 
I(W) = j 1 
under a hypothesis that A, and B2 satisfy. In order to prove the 
proposition, we show that the quotient f-J,,,+.)=,-, v,;‘(Socl(Hi~‘(w .A)))/ 
So& ‘(@(A)) is semisimple, proceeding through the alcove types one 
by one. For j= 3, take any two factors M, and M,. from the quotient. 
One checks that M6 is not a factor of Soc*(Ho(S’))/M,., using 
the formula for the second socle level of Ho(S’) from the previous 
proposition together with Table II. Of course, one has first to compute 
u;‘(Soc1(H2(w. A))), using the data in Table III (and the multiplicity one 
property of the factors of HO(L) to handle composites), and, second to 
compute n,,r,,= j-, u;‘(Soc’(H’-‘(w . A))), one can make use of the fact 
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FIG. 2. A. Socle series of H’)(k), type AI; B. socle series of P(n), type B,. 
that the set of factors of the intersection is the intersection of the sets of 
factors of the terms II; ‘( Soc’(HjP ‘(w A))), since that intersection property 
holds for modules with all factors of multiplicity one. 
For G = A,, once the case j = 3 is settled, one sees that 
nrcw,=2 v ;‘(Soc’(H’(w . A))) = F,(A), hence @(,I) = Soc4(Ho(,I)) = 
v,1(soc’(H3(w, . A))), without further computation. 
Now assume G = B,. For j= 4, one proceeds in the same way as for 
j= 3, beginning from the value for Soc3(@(A)) given by this proposition. 
In the midst of carrying this out, one sees that n,CWJ=3 ~;~(Soc’(H~(w. A))) 
= Ho,(A). Hence, once the case j= 4 is settled, one sees that P(A) = 
soc5(fP(n)) = v,‘(soc’(H4(wo . A))), without further computation, 
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We display the socle series for @(A) for Al, B, in Fig. 2A, B. In these 
figures, an alcove labeled by the integerj indicates that the factor of Ho(A) 
of highest weight belonging to that alcove is a factor of Soc’(H”(A))/ 
socj- ‘(Ho(%)). 
5.2. The Socle Series of the Higher Cohomo1og.v Modules 
Let v be a vertex, and let u’ and y be corresponding elements under the 
isomorphism W g W,, from Section 4. The alcove identification operator 1, 
was defined so that DJSOC’(H’(““(M’. A))) = Soc’(P(y . A)) in R(G),. For 
AZ and B?, we complete part of the program for alcove identification, laid 
out in Section 4.4, by showing that D,.(Soc’(H”““( )V . L))) = Socj(Ho( y . A)) 
for j 2 1. In fact, alcove identification allows us to take the data assembled 
already for computing socle levels of H’(,, .A) over to data needed to 
compute socle levels of H”““(N). A). 
Transference of Data 
(I). Consider the intertwinings from Section 3.4, 
and 
H’(““(s$s,*,+~. A) ‘1. ff”““($~t. 1) ..‘o, H’(“‘)( u’ . A ). 
We will show that D,.(Im r,)=Im q, and D,.(Im r,)=Im qO. For 
convenience, let us assume that I(sl, w) = /(u.) + 1 and I(s% w) = Z(w) - 1. 
From Proposition 4.4(a), for the weight s,*-+,) .,? and the intertwinings 
. UO. H”““+ ‘(spu’s&, ./I) -+ H”~‘(ws&) .i) 
and 
a,: H’(spps&, . 2) + ffYYGqx, .A), 
we get that D,.(Im uo) = Im U, .The equality D,,(Im r,) = Im q, follows upon 
showing that Im u. = Im r, and Im u1 = Im ql. First, we reshape the 
weights; namely, 
and 
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A comparison of the exact sequences 
and 
H”““(s;s,*w . A) --L H”“‘)(s,*,v. A) --t H”‘v’(Sp*S1*w A)
shows that Im rI = Im uO. In the same way, Im U, = Im ql. 
From Proposition 4.4(b), for the weight 2 and the intertwinings 
and 
24, : H’(s,y . I”) + Ho( ?’ . A), 
we get that D,.(Im u,)= Im u,. The equality D,.(Im r,)=Im q. follows 
upon showing that Im u. = Im r. and Im U, = Im qo. The argument hat we 
will use is one from 3.4, in essence. Since we are assuming that I(w) = 
I(s,w) + 1, we can consider two exact sequences, 
and 
which are induced from the exact sequences of P,-modules, 
H’(P,/B, L(s,*s A)) + H’(P,/B, L(w.i)) --) H’(P,/B, L(s,.w~l.)) 
and 
@(P,lB, Ww.2)) + H’(P,/B, L(w ./I)) + Hl(P,/B, L&w ‘2)) 
by applying H “W’~ ‘(G/B L( )). A few words are in order about the exact 
sequences of P,-modules: First, we can see that (cr”, s,w .A) >= 0 as follows: 
Since /(s,(s,w)) = Z(S,W) + 1, we have that (.r,w))’ (~1) E R+ (see [B]); 
hence, (c(‘, (s,w) . A) = ((s,w)’ (a)‘, 2) 2 0, for the dominant weight 1. 
Second, each mapping in the sequence takes the top factor of one module 
to the socle of the succeeding module. A comparison of the two exact 
sequences of G-modules shows that Im u. = Im ro. The equality Im ui = 
Im q. requires no further comment. 
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(II). The second data to be transferred via alcove identification 
concerns kernels of intertwines 
24: zP(y . A) + zP(s,* ,’ .A), 
where 7 is a positive root with the property that the hyperplane Hy.np con- 
tains a lower wall (of type s, say) of the alcove of 1’. A, for some n. More 
precisely, the concern is for the factors M, of @(y. 1) which have x in an 
alcove whose wall of type s is an upper wall. Call such a factor “a factor 
with upper s-wall.” By Lemma 4.5.1, D,, takes a factor M, of H”““( w. A) 
with upper s-wall to the factor M,r., of @(I’. 2) with upper s-wall. Just as 
such a M,,., is not in the kernel of U, M, is not in the kernel of the 
intertwining 
u. : H’(“‘)( M’ . A) -+ H”“‘)(s,.. u’ A), 
which we construct now. uO is produced using the translation principle used 
to produce u [A4]. If the alcove containing y. 2 has a lower wall contained 
in Hy.np for some n, then the alcove containing w .1 has a lower wall con- 
tained in Hy,nsp for some n’. In fact, setting t = T,, + ,,, since .V . II = 
twc’ I = (rw-‘~‘~‘)w~ 2, the alcove of y. 2 is the translate of the alcove 
of I+,.,? under ~MV~W’-‘. This shows that 11.1 and W. ;1 have the same 
alcove type, and similarly one can show that this type is the same as the 
alcove type of the socle MJW .j.. Let T$ be the translation operator where 2’ 
is the weight in the orbit W, .A in the fundamental alcove C, (say 2 = d. A’, 
de W,,), and p’ is a weight on only the s-wall of C,. Since 4 is a generic 
weight, we get a short exact sequence [A43 
0 -+ H”“‘)(s;.a d. A’) + T;:( H”““( ),I d. p’)) + H”““( w d. 2’) + 0. 
(In order to match up the notation here with that in [A4], one can use the 
relation .Y~*M’. d. /2’ = u’ dF. A’, where S is the reflection in the s-wall of C, 
[D-S].) Following the procedure [A41 used to construct U, one constructs 
uO.(In reference to that procedure, just as M,,., is a factor of @(?: ’ 2) of 
multiplicity one, annihilated by T$, so is M),..,: = M,,Vm ,)v .i a factor of 
H’(“‘(w .A) of multiplicity one, annihilated by T$). It is possible to modify 
slightly the arguments of Sections 3 and 4 to conclude that H”“‘( w . p) has 
irreducible socle, so the proof of Proposition 2 of [D-S] extends to our 
situation. Thus, we have shown that the factors with upper s-walls M,,., 
and M,, of H”( )‘. x) and H”“‘(w .x), which factors correspond under 
alcove identification I,,, are not in the kernels of u and uO, respectively. 
A review of the procedure used to compute Soc2(H”(>~. 2)) shows that 
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the data needed is exactly that which is transferred to H’(H’)(~‘. A) via D,.-I 
in (I) and (II) above. Hence, 
D,.-,(soc*(P(y ‘A))) = soc*(H”““(w .A)). 
Next, we show that 
D~v-I(soc’(zP(y~ A))) = SOC’(H”““(M’~ A)), for j>=3. 
Let M” = s,{~ .. sB, be an element of W. For A,, B?, we have the 
following: 
1. If I(sg, W) = I(W) + 1, then there is a part of a loop (Section 3) 
jp.‘(M,. 1) --f fp”,)+ ‘(q+. A) + . . --) fp~~‘H.J()t~‘U!. i), 
Call the composite of those mappings 6,... There is also a part of a loop 
Hyy A) * H’(sg, I’. 2) + . . . + N”““‘(W’y. A), 
in general. Call the composite of those mappings ~1,~ as above. By the 
proposition of Section 4.4, D,. takes the image and kernel of each intertwin- 
ing in the first sequence to the image and kernel of the corresponding 
intertwining in the second sequence, in R(G),. Furthermore, since the 
factors of @(A) have multiplicity one for A generic, we get that 
D,.(Ker S,,.,) = Ker u,.,, 
and that 
D,.(S,~,‘(SOC’(H[‘“‘“‘( w’u’ . A)) = u,‘(Soc’(H’(““(w’~, .A))), 
since 
D,(Soc’(H’(“““‘J( M”U’. A))) = Soc’(H’~““(w’y A)) 
(by the relation ZJ,..,. = J,.. y). 
2. If I(sB, W) = I(W) - 1, one has, in a similar way, pieces of two loops, 
fp’(M’. 2) + fp”‘- ‘($p. A) -.+ . . . --) fp’qW’)*‘. 1,) 
and 
fP( y . A) -+ H1(SB, y .A) + . . . + fF’(w’y A), 
For the composites 6,,. and v,., of these sequences, one has 
D,(S,‘(Soc’(H”“““‘( w’w . A)))) = u,‘(Soc’(H”““(u~‘y~ A)))). 
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If M, and M2 are submodules of P(JT .A) (or of H”“‘(w. I+)), the set of 
factors of M, n M, may be obtained by intersecting the sets of factors 
of M, and Mz, since the factors of @(J .A) (or of Hfl”“(~~‘. A)) have 
multiplicity one. Hence, the facts in (1) and (2) above imply that 
4 ( n M1 S-,'(SOC'(H""“"‘)(u)',t'.~))) I(n')=, I > 
= (7 o,‘(Soc’(H”~“(Mi’y. %))). 
/(w’)=;-I 
This shows that the data needed to compute SOC~(@(JJ. A)) forjz 3 passes 
over, under D,,- I, to H’(“‘)(w.~), and thus Dy-~(Soci(H(‘(~~.l)))= 
Soc’(H”““(W~ %),. 
5.3. The Submodule Structure of the CohomologJl Modulesfor Type A, 
Let G be the group of type AZ. Consider an intertwine iji,: H’(s, A) + 
@(A), for y = CI or y = /I. By Section 3.4, $, fits into an exact sequence 
H’(S;. %) @? b Ho(%) +? ) H’(s, .%) iT ) Ho(%). 
and P(1) E Extk(Ker $?, Im $,). The factors of Ker +,, Im tiy can be read 
off from Table IIIA. Since Ker $, r Im (py and Im $, z Ker (py, the fact 
that the cohomology modules have unique top and bottom factors implies 
the same for Im ll/?, Ker $,. Moreover, the socle series of Im $y z Ker (pY 
and Ker $, can be obtained from the socle series of @(A) and H’(s, . I.), 
respectively. (This uses the fact that for M a submodule of N, Sock(M) = 
M n Sock(N).) One observes that both Im $?, Ker II/, have 3 socle levels. 
This, together with the unique top and bottom factor, determines the 
structure of both modules. In Fig. 3 below we display the structure graph 
of these modules in the case where 1 belongs to a type a alcove, in which 
the vertices correspond to composition factors, and a line connecting two 
factors indicates that a nonsplit extension of the upper factor by the lower 
one occurs as a section of the module being displayed. (Such graphs are 
FIGURE 3 
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FIG. 4. Structure of H”““( w. A) for type A, 
only appropriate in case the composition factors of the module in question 
are multiplicity free.) 
These two ways of viewing #‘(A) as an extension of Ker $, by Im $?, for 
7 = CC, p. determine the structure graph of @(A) as given in the left diagram 
of Fig. 4. We can be certain that this structure graph is complete since no 
other extensions among the factors of Ho are possible. 
The other cases proceed in an analogous fashion. For a higher 
cohomology module H4” ‘( ~3. A), for 1 5 I(w) 5 N - 1, we use the inter- 
twines H’(““fl(~y,w .A) -+ H”““(w. A) and H”““(w. ,I) + H’(“‘)p ‘(sylw. A), 
for y, , ;1? a permutation of X, /I’, to achieve again two ways of viewing 
H’(““(w . I.) as an extension. In every case, the kernels and images each have 
3 socle levels and unique top and bottom factors. In Fig. 4, we display the 
structure of H”““(w J.), the left (resp. right) diagram corresponding to the 
case where the socle factor of H”““( 1~. 2) belongs to an alcove of type a 
(resp., type h). In the figure, the vertices on a common horizontal level 
correspond to factors on a common socle level. The two pairs of labeled 
vertices correspond to the top and bottom factors of the two modules 
immediately adjacent to H’(” ‘(w A) in the loop of Section 3, the pair with a 
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